
Magento Interprise Integration Screenshots 

 

 

Login Page Account Dashboard 



Favorites are items that the customer has bought already and automatically gets updated.  

 
Order form allows the user to search for items and quickly add to the order.  



 

Wish list items 

 
Sales Orders. Whether created in Interprise or Magento. A user can see Outstanding Sales Orders 

and historical. The user can open the order to see the details and reorder. See below: 



 

This is the order detail. The user can reorder and print the order.  



 

Outstanding Quotes from Interprise can be displayed and converted to the cart. See below: 

 



 

A customer can go into Transactions and see their transaction history and also what is outstanding. 

They can drill open the details of the invoice or credit note. See below: 



 

Example Invoice Detail. 

 



 

Statement of Account shows all the outstanding transactions with aging.  



Case (support tickets) outstanding and history can be displayed. Also allows the user to log a new 

case. They can drill into the case to see the details. See below: 

 



 

Address Book 



 

Returns or RMAs are also shown with drill down.  A customer though cannot create their own RMAs. 

Most users would want to do some support to reduce returns before issuing a return.  



 

RMA Drill down. 

 

 

 



Customer Invoice  - Make Payment Link 

In the Customer record in Interprise you can specify whether to show a payment hyperlink called 

“Pay this Invoice online” on a customers invoice (also proformas and sales orders) or not. You may 

not want to show a payment hyperlink on customers who do high turnover with you as you would 

incur credit card charges on the gross value so why it is per customer. If you don’t deal with a 

customer very often this may be a good way to get payment.  

When the customer clicks on the link it takes them to a web page with all their outstanding invoices. 

i.e. the link is specific for each customer using a key. See below. They can select all or none or some 

that they wish to pay. This will then take them through the normal Magento checkout / payment 

gateway.  

  

This has also been added to the normal customer portal vertical menu option so the customer can 

pay outstanding invoices if they wanted to.  



 


